Tournament Agreement
Contact person
Organization
School Address

Phone (W)
FAX (W)
Email:
Tournament Date

Grades:

4-6

6-8 (choose one)

Region covered by the Tournament

Name for the Tournament (see condition 8 below):
Payment:

Check #

Purchase Order #

VISA

Credit card # _____________________________

MC

Disc

AMEX

Expires _______ Security Code _______

The person named above, representing the organization named above, agrees to the following conditions:
1. The organization will pay the Mathematical Olympiads for Elementary and Middle Schools, Inc. (MOEMS,
2154 Bellmore Avenue, Bellmore NY11710 [516.781.2400(p), 516.785.6640(f)], a fee of $250 for the following services:
a. The electronic Tournament Handbook, which contains detailed procedures necessary to organize all
aspects of the tournament, and suggestions for publicizing the Tournament to schools and the media,
organizing the complete day, and reporting results to the participants and media;
b. The complete set of flyers and forms covering all aspects of the Tournament, ready for personalizing and
reproducing;
c. The complete set of 25 problems and solutions in electronic print-ready form;
d. The complete set of problems and solutions in PowerPointTM format:
e . Two complete sets of previous years’ tournament problems to be provided beforehand to all teams for
practice;
f.
A formatted electronic spreadsheet for recording scores and for assigning teams and proctors; and
g. All advice and guidance as needed.
2.

The organization is responsible for all other aspects and materials, including prizes and certificates, used to
hold the Tournament. Additional fees will be required if MOEMS provides any other services.

3.

The organization sets the per-team entry fee and keeps all proceeds after all operating expenses.

4.

The $250 fee covers a one-time use for either level Tournament. A discounted payment of $175 is required for
each additional time the Tournament (either level) is held by the sponsoring organization during the same year
in the same region.

5.

Schools participating in the Tournament must be located within the Region named above.

6.

The Tournament must be held after mid-March, when the problems are provided. The exact date of the
Tournament is at the discretion of the organization.

7.

All materials provided by MOEMS, including the Handbook, the problems and the solutions, belong to MOEMS,
the copyright holder. Permission is granted to reproduce them for purposes of the Tournament and for
subsequent classroom use. For any other use, express written permission from MOEMS is required. No
materials supplied to the organization may be resold by anyone other than MOEMS.

8.

Permission is given to the organization to choose its own name for the Tournament, provided the word
“Tournament” is part of that name and “Olympiad” is not part of that name. Furthermore, it may print that name
and its masthead on the top of every sheet, where possible. The copyright statements supplied by MOEMS
must not be altered or removed.

9.

At the conclusion of the Tournament, the organization will supply each team with a Final Packet, consisting of
all problems and solutions from the Individual and Team Events.
Signature below and payment of the fee constitutes agreement with all conditions above.

Signature

Date

05-12

